TACTICAL NUKE
These lines are written by Iain MacAllan, Tactical ‘Officer’ of the Battletech-Chapter 'The
Griffins', aka Ikarus, 'House Commander'* of Liao. (* not to be mixed up with House
leader/chancellor, for that I am not.)
My intent is to give some – hopefully – useful advice for players who are rather new to the
Battletech board-game, and who wish to improve their skills in the game (or for those who
play since years, but get trashed on a regular basis :)).
I do assume however, that the reader has some solid basic knowledge of Battletech, as this is
NOT an introduction to the rules of the game but rather an introduction of how to build good
tactics and strategies with these rules.
Some parts of this work deal specifically with MegaMek (MM), the free on-line-version of
the Battletech board-game. These parts are written in italic.
The number of different possibilities and situations in Battletech is infinite (considering all
those different maps and Mechs, and the people involved, not to forget the bloody dice/RNG).
It is clearly impossible to cover all of them here. So I try to stay as general as possible, and I
hope to do so without getting too abstract…
While writing these lines down, I vaguely remembered Sun Tzu’s “The Art of War” and
included a single citation along with the obscure hint that much of his work can be applied to
Battletech. A friend of mine, to whom I gave this for proof reading, urged me to include more
of it here (so, if you feel bored by it, blame him). However, I followed his advice and
decided to dig it up. In doing this, I found even more parallels than I thought, and included
some of them here.
So, who is – or rather was – this ‘Sun Tzu’? He was a Chinese (“Liao”! ) general, who lived
around 500 B.C. A collection of essays on the art of war is attributed to him. Sun Tzu wrote
this earliest – and still the most revered – military treatise in the world. This masterpiece is
best known as ‘The Art of War’.
It includes many commentaries by later Chinese philosophers. The core text was probably
written by one person during a time of expanding feudal conflicts, but the exact century is
uncertain. Most authorities now support a date early in the ‘Warring States’ period (c.453–221
B.C.).
Knowledge of Sun Tzu reached Europe shortly before the French Revolution in the form of a
summary translation by Father J. J. M. Amiot, a French Jesuit priest. It is said that even
Napoleon studied it (however, he did not always pay attention, as it seems).
If you want to know how the guys who defeated Napoleon thought of war, I recommend you
to read Clausewitz: ”Vom Kriege.” (“Of war”). Clausewitz was a member of the Prussian
General Staff under the leadership of Gneisenau.
You can even buy it as a bundle : “The Book of War : Sun-Tzu's "The Art of War" & Karl
Von Clausewitz's "On War" (Paperback)”.
However, I will only use the freely available translation of ‘The Art of War’ (translated by
Lionel Giles in 1910).
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Surprisingly, ‘The Art of War’ can also be applied to business, sports, diplomacy and even
aspects of personal lives. However, upon closer inspection, the surprise vanishes, as for
whatever nontrivial ‘things’ we want to achieve in our life, we need some kind of ‘strategy’
and ‘tactics’ and these obey more or less the same rules, albeit being less martial in nature.
With proper abstraction, interpretation and adaptation, ‘The Art of War’ can be applied to
almost all kinds of situations and problems.
However, the level of abstraction necessary for the application of Sun Tzu to the game of
Battletech is rather low, as we are essentially confronted with exactly the same problems.
Sun Tzus’ aim was to teach ‘soldiers’ how to become great generals, officers and fighters –
or, in the language of our game: Mechwarriors and Mechcommanders. So, what is the
hallmark of such a great – or rather clever – fighter, according to Sun Tzu?
What the ancients called a clever fighter is one who not only
wins, but excels in winning with ease. Hence his victories bring
him neither reputation for wisdom nor credit for courage.
The general who advances without coveting fame and retreats
without fearing disgrace, whose only thought is to protect his
country and do good service for his sovereign, is the jewel of
the kingdom.
Side remark: After the final defeat of Napoleon mainly the English, Russian and Austrian
troops paraded in Paris. Most Prussian soldiers were too dirty for this and thus not allowed to
participate – because they came more or less straight from the battlefields. So much for
reputation and credit…
He wins his battles by making no mistakes. Making no mistakes is
what establishes the certainty of victory, for it means
conquering an enemy that is already defeated.
Hence the skilful fighter puts himself into a position which
makes defeat impossible, and does not miss the moment for
defeating the enemy.
Therefore the good fighter will be terrible in his onset, and
prompt in his decision…
All citations from Sun Tzu in this article will appear in this font in the following; please note
that they are rearranged compared to the original text, according to their relevance for our
purposes here. You can find the full and complete version either on our homepage, or on
various other websites.
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BATTLETECH SKILLS
There are many aspects in Battletech for which skill is important. These are presented here
roughly in the order in which they appear in a game, not according to their importance:
1.Building good lances/armies
2.Ok, now that we have our lance, lets start looking for trouble, shall we?
3.Prepare for Battle.
4.Of Terrain, Strategy, Tactics and Deployment
5.Formations
6.Initiative
7.The movement phase – Or: Why, where, when and how to move a Mech.
8.The weapon attack phase/heat issues
9.Physical attacks
10. How to make it all work
11. Vehicles and infantry
12. Bigger games
13. Final words

List of abbreviations:
The following abbreviations are commonly used here:
BTH: Base-to-hit number (minimum number required with a 2D6 roll for success).
LOS: Line-of-Sight.
RNG: Random number generator.
Apart from those, standard Battletech abbreviations are used (e.g. LT for left torso, etc.).
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1. Building good lances/armies
Or: How to create a good team of Mechs that support and augment each other with their
abilities (armour, fire-power, speed, heat management, and so forth), balanced by a reasonable
BV.
Having collected an army and concentrated his forces, he (the
general) must blend and harmonize the different elements
thereof before pitching his camp.
The clever combatant looks to the effect of combined energy,
and does not require too much from individuals. Hence his
ability to pick out the right men and utilize combined energy.
So, how can I recognise such a good team?
- How well can the team do against another lance that is long-ranged/short-ranged/allround?
- How well are the Mechs suited for the terrain I am going to play on? In hills/jungle I
need highly manoeuvrable Mechs, all with jump jets. These JJ are wasted BV on plains,
however, and I could instead get a lot more armour and fire-power for them…
- What other (mean!) Mechs could I (or my opponent, for that matter) get for the same
BV? Do I stand a chance against those?
- Suppose I have long-range or vulnerable Mechs. Can I protect them?
- Suppose I have short-range-Mechs. Can I support them?
- Suppose the opponent has fast Mechs. Can I chase them down or kill them from afar?
-…
Alone from this short list, it should be clear why there can be no ‘best lance’. There are many
lances, which are particularly good for a certain purpose/situation. However, instead of giving
a load of good lances, I’ll just pick one and explain the reasoning behind its composition.
MegaMek: Just keep in mind that it is always a good idea to keep two lances of the same BV,
one for plains (0-2 jumpers), and one for hills/woods/jungle (all jumpers). The reason for this
will be explained later.
But let us first have a look at the basic types of Mechs, shall we?:
a) Long-range platform, e.g. Archer or Awesome. Well, what should I say: lots of longrange fire-power, bad at short range. Remember that you can shoot LRMs indirectly, with a
suitable spotter (preferably Infantry), if you have no direct Line-Of-Sight (LOS).
Use: keep them at long, and preferably at medium range, and blast away… Good positions
offer some cover (e.g. woods) and a good overview of the battlefield.
Counter: move such that you block (or at least hinder by woods and/or smoke) LOS to such
Mechs while closing in, stay out of their optimum distances, e.g. move to 15 (not
14=medium) or 8 (not 7=short) hexes to LRM-Mechs, use speed (high movement-to-hit
modifier) and cover (woods, smoke), so it is hard for your opponent to hit you.
Close in, and destroy in close-combat. OR: out-gun him, if you have more LRMs and PPCs
than your opponent.
b) Close-Combat, e.g. Battlemaster, Grasshopper, Victor: devastating at short range, little or
no long-range potential. Get in and kill.
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Use: get in, make sure you receive not more fire/damage than necessary (see above). Do not
rush the opponent with a single Mech, he will just die. Rush him consequently or don’t do it
at all.
Counter: approach these Mechs (carefully). Now I hear you scream: WHAT? WHY?
Because: in this way you get them earlier at your medium range. Keep them there as long as
possible. Plus you then have made room for yourself to retreat to. Do not wait for them and do
not let them trap you in a corner.
c) All-rounder: A good mixture of fire-power (long-and short-range), armour and speed, e.g.
Thunderbolt, Hunchback-J, Catapult,…
Use: very versatile. They can dish it out from afar, or close-in (although usually not as good
as the ‘specialists’), good at supporting either Long - range Mechs (by providing much needed
short-range potential, while adding long-range fire of their own) or for supporting closecombat Mechs (giving covering fire during close-in, and adding punch in CC).
Counters: more difficult. Outmanoeuvre them, out-gun them, out-range them, gang up on
them. Highly situation dependent. Clever use of specialists or other all-rounders
recommended.
d) Backstabber: The rear is always the weakest part of a Mech. Backstabbers are highly
mobile Mechs, with some fire-power. The aim is to get into the rear of other Mechs (esp.
those with thin rear-armour such as Hunchback), and cause serious internal damage, or even
destruction. Examples: Phoenix Hawk, Spider, etc.
Use: try to get where you want, in the opponents rear. But be careful during the approach.
Good timing (see later) is essential here.
Counter: Use your own fast Mechs to put pressure on them, always be aware where they can
get with their movement and deny them your rears. If you can reasonably hit them, say on 8+
or better, try to kill them, even if you have 'better' targets.
e) Initiative- and BV-sink: Cheap Mechs, very low BV. This allows you to spend more BV
on your other Mechs. They have limited uses, but may be used as backstabbers, e.g. Wasp,
Stinger, Locust, etc.
Use: Do not expect them to do too much for you. Move them early on, so your powerful
Mechs can react to the opponents moves. Do not send them ‘in’ too early, they are too fragile
for this. And if you loose them, you have an initiative-disadvantage (see below).
Counter: as they are usually no real threat, you can more or less ignore them. As they are
easily killed, however, seize any opportunity to take them out of commission, thus taking
away a precious initiative unit from the opponent
There are many other Battlefield-roles for Mechs, but the ones mentioned above are the most
common. It is of vital importance that you do not only recognise the roles of the Mechs you
use, but also that you use them appropriately.
Also analyse your opponents Mechs, and you will get an idea of how he will probably try to
beat you (if he uses them correctly, which you should always assume).
You should also familiarize yourself with the strengths and weaknesses of each Mechdesign.
Try to maximise your strengths and minimize your weaknesses, while trying to minimize the
opponents strengths and take maximum advantage of his weaknesses.
Just two examples (also see the ‘sample lance’ below):
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Trebuchet: has only LRM-ammo in LT. at the beginning of the fight, switch the
launchers to feed from that torso (default is RT in MM). Otherwise a single critical hit
to LT will kill the Mech.
Hunchback: rear-armour is 4/5/4. An ordinary ML will punch through the side Torsi,
possibly disabling the AC20 or hitting ammo (BOOOOMM!). So better make sure
you don’t get backstabbed.

Ok, now you know some basic stuff about Mechs. But usually we don’t play with single
Mechs, right? We use 4 or more Mechs. So according to which criteria should you choose
your Mechs?
Well, as mentioned above, that depends on many, many factors. What it boils down to is the
following: A lance has to be a good team. This team can be geared more towards closecombat or long-range, more suited for plains or hills/woods, etc… So there is no such thing
like ‘THE BEST LANCE’, but there are many, many good lances. Unfortunately there are at
least as many, if not by far more, bad lances around.
But now, without further ado, here is our sample lance:
Warhammer WHM-6R,
Crusader CRD-3R,
Phoenix Hawk PXH-1,
Spider SDR-5V.
It actually isn’t a very good or special lance, but it will serve us well to explain and
understand some basic things. In fact, it’s rather basic and unimaginative. Now, lets have a
closer look:
- As half of the Mechs are jump-capable, this lance is OK for most kinds of terrain, and
especially suited for plains with a moderate amount of hills and woods.
- The Crusader (all-round Mech) is the only Mech in this lance with a substantial amount
of armour. So if you have to present a target to the opponent (e.g. because you lost
initiative), pick him. He has good all-round fire-power, either at long-range, or at shortrange. However, he only has 10 heat sinks, so be careful what you fire. The SRMs are
located in the legs, which has a lot of drawbacks: you cannot enlarge/change their arc-offire by torso-twisting, like you can do with torso- or arm-mounted weapons, and you
cannot shoot them if you are in Partial Cover (PC). Also, if you want to kick, remember to
shoot no more than one of the SRMs. The only crit locations in the side torsi are the
ammo-slots for the LRMs. Coupled with measly 6 points of armour in the rear of these
locations, that means you have to watch out for opposing backstabbers.
- The Warhammer (all-round Mech) packs two PPCs, one of the best weapons in BT, as it
dishes out 10 damage to one location with long range, and no need for ammunition. The
Warhammer also has a solid array of close-combat weapons. The price for this are first a
comparatively ‘low’ (18) number of heat sinks. So think carefully what you fire, and also
think about where you will likely want to move and what you will likely want to fire next
turn. The main weakness, however, is the bad armour, especially on the legs. So avoid
getting into physical combat with heavy opponents. The Warhammer can give it, but it
can’t take it…
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- The Phoenix Hawk is of course our backstabber. Before getting in any backs, however,
he can provide fire-support with his large laser. Keep in mind that he has only 6 armour in
the head, so don’t go into partial cover (PC) and don’t let a Mech with 65+ tons punch
you. The Phoenix Hawk has only 10 heat sinks, so be careful what you fire, esp. after
having jumped…Together with the Spider, it can discourage any backstabbing attempts
on our Crusader. Apart from all that, the Phoenix Hawk is our fast ‘cavalry’, as it can
quickly give support wherever it is needed most, and is our no. 1 choice for handling
unexpected circumstances.
- The SDR has many roles here: initiative-sink, backstabber, generally annoying and
irritating the opponent, spotter for the Crusaders LRMs in difficult terrain,…
So, is this a good lance? Hmm. Well, it’s not great, it is more like a Krusty Burger (The
Simpsons ™): It’s not just 'good', it’s 'good enough' :).
So now that I’ve shown you how to make a mediocre lance, how do you get a great one? I am
afraid, I can’t really help you there. Too much depends on playing style and personal
preference. I am a guerrilla* player myself, which means highly mobile Mechs, low armour,
medium fire-power, horribly high BV for what you get in armour and fire-power. I have fun
with it, and win more often than not. But if you are not familiar with such lances and the style
required to play them, you will get horribly mangled…
[* Guerrilla warfare: fighting by groups of irregular troops (guerrillas) within areas occupied
by the enemy. The tactics of guerrilla warfare stress deception and ambush, as opposed to
mass confrontation, and succeed best in an irregular, rugged, terrain, using hit-and-run
attacks.]
Just one more tip: a really good lance is able to cope with many different situations, maps, and
opponents. But a 'good' lance is nothing without the appropriate player: so build lances that fit
your style (for this you have to find that style in the first place by trial-and-error, I am afraid).
It is quite common to build lances with the highest punch/armour for the BV. I myself prefer
to use Mechs I really like…
Finally, some classical mistakes that can occur while building a lance/force:
- There are some 'Uber'-Mechs which are so expensive BV-wise, that you only get complete
crap for your remaining BV. If – say – your Imp gets killed by a lucky PPC shot to his
cockpit, your unit is history.
- Pure close-combat unit without any long-range support /long-range energy-weapons. Any
fast Mechs will elude you and backstab you, while long-range weapons batter your armour
away.
- Pure long-range unit, 'preferably' only with LRMs. Your opponent will rush your positions,
and crush you. Remember that moving forward, one is usually faster than moving backwards
in Battletech; and somewhere, there is that map edge...
So, aren't there any 'rough' guidelines? Hmm, you can try one of those two possibilities for a
start; from there you have to find your own style:
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- Pick a balanced mix of long- and short-range specialists, and fill the gaps with backstabbers
and such.
- Build the core of your forces out of all-rounders and fill up with backstabbers and
specialists.
Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. However, the second one is better for
beginners, as it is more forgiving and is a bit more flexible.
In both cases, check if your selection makes a good team according to the criteria listed
above.
So, have fun finding your own ‘perfect’ lance. However, if you are unsure about the quality
(or manner of use) of your lance, ask experienced players for their opinion.
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2. Ok, now that we have our lance, lets start looking for trouble,
shall we? (Megamek-only…)
We can get into trouble either by attacking or by getting attacked.
First consider the case that we are attacking. This means you can choose the planet you want
to attack. Like I said before, our lance is OK for most kinds of terrain, and especially suited
for plains with a moderate amount of hills and woods. So you choose such an appropriate
planet. Either go to the house board/forum and have a look at the planets listed there as
targets (with Campaign-> Planet Status), or look at all the planets which you can attack
(with Commander -> Front line -> Range calculator, and again Campaign-> Planet Status).
Since you choose the target (and also because you cannot change it any more while
attacking), you should be happy with your lance…
This is different when you get attacked. In the attack message it says which planet is attacked.
It is very important that you take the time to check that planets terrain (again with Campaign
->Planet Status). Like I said, you should always have two lances with the same BV, one for
plains, one for hills/jungle. Now you know why, I guess? Right! You pick the one that is best
suited for the terrain of the planet under attack.
The next information you get is the BV of the attacker. If you got ‘blinded’, feel free to raise
your BV above that of the attacker (up to a maximum of +150); don’t do this in an arranged
game however, there you try to make your BV as equal to the attacker as possible.

3. Prepare for Battle.
Carefully compare the opposing army with your own, so that
you may know where strength is superabundant and where it is
deficient.
MM: Before the battle begins, you see the configuration screen. There you can
have a close look at your opponents forces. Figure out the strengths/weaknesses of your
opponent (long-range/short-range/mobility, etc.).
Here you can also configure your units. Select one of your Mechs, click the ‘configure
unit’-button. Then a menu appears. I always disable auto-eject on my Catapults and similar
Mechs; otherwise a hit to an ammo location with just one shot left takes out the Mech by
ejection, although it would have survived the ammo explosion…
Next we roll for choosing sides. If your opponent wins, you have to follow suit. That’s it.
However, if you win, you can choose to either decrease or increase the distance between you
and your opponent by choosing your starting position. If your lance is better at close-combat
than your opponents’, choose either E or W, so you can get to grips with him fast.
If it is the other way round, go for a greater distance, choosing either the corners (NE, etc.),
if you have a long-range lance, or N/S, if you have an all-round lance; the latter is usually my
choice.
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4. Of Terrain, Strategy, Tactics and Deployment
Sun Tzu said: We may distinguish six kinds of terrain, to wit: (1)
Accessible ground; (2) entangling ground; (3) temporizing
ground; (4) narrow passes; (5) precipitous heights; (6) positions
at a great distance from the enemy.
Ground which can be freely traversed by both sides is called
accessible. With regard to ground of this nature, be before
the enemy in occupying the raised and sunny spots, and
carefully guard your line of supplies. Then you will be able to
fight with advantage.
Ground which can be abandoned but is hard to re-occupy is
called entangling. From a position of this sort, if the enemy is
unprepared, you may sally forth and defeat him. But if the enemy
is prepared for your coming, and you fail to defeat him, then,
return being impossible, disaster will ensue.
When the position is such that neither side will gain by making
the first move, it is called temporising ground. In a position of
this sort, even though the enemy should offer us an attractive
bait, it will be advisable not to stir forth, but rather to
retreat, thus enticing the enemy in his turn; then, when part of
his army has come out, we may deliver our attack with
advantage.
With regard to narrow passes, if you can occupy them first,
let them be strongly garrisoned and await the advent of the
enemy. Should the army forestall you in occupying a pass, do
not go after him if the pass is fully garrisoned, but only if it is
weakly garrisoned.
With regard to precipitous heights, if you are beforehand
with your adversary, you should occupy the raised and sunny
spots, and there wait for him to come up. If the enemy has
occupied them before you, do not follow him, but retreat and
try to entice him away.
If you are situated at a great distance from the enemy, and the
strength of the two armies is equal, it is not easy to provoke a
battle, and fighting will be to your disadvantage.
These six are the principles connected with Earth. The general
who has attained a responsible post must be careful to study
them.
Upon close inspection of a Battletech Map, you will be able to distinguish and identify such
terrains, now that you know what to look for…
Do so, as you see a new Battlefield for the first time. Take a close look at it, before you place
any of your Mechs.
- Where are good positions (woods, partial cover) for you and for the opponent.
- Where can you (or the opponent) approach, if desired; where is such an approach
hindered by hills, rough, etc.?
- Where are good ‘fire-lanes’, and where will be chances that LOS can get blocked?
-…
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The natural formation of the country is the soldier's best ally;
but a power of estimating the adversary, of controlling the
forces of victory, and of shrewdly calculating difficulties,
dangers and distances, constitutes the test of a great
general.
By now, you should already have thought up your general strategy, i.e. if you want to
approach, or keep some distance, if you want to rush or if you want to camp or something in
between. You should also have given some thought on what your opponent is likely going to
do, if he uses his forces properly (and here I assume that we are up against a good player, so
he will know what he is doing). Choose some possible positions/routes you might take. The
choice which one of those you actually take will become clearer as Mech after Mech get
deployed.
A word about STRATEGY and TACTICS might be in order here, before we come to the
deployment proper.
Basically it boils down to is this: In strategy you decide WHAT you want to do (e.g. camp,
rush, pick this or that target first, etc.), i.e. your short- and long-term goals. It is a matter of
tactics HOW, i.e. by which means, you try to achieve these goals.
Simple Example: ‘strategy’: I want my ARC to get in a good position and fire away. Tactics: I
deploy him ‘here’, so I can get ‘there’ in reasonable time, moving such and such.
To get more general, lets see what Sun Tzu has to say on it:
To secure ourselves against defeat lies in our own hands, but
the opportunity of defeating the enemy is provided by the enemy
himself.
Thus the good fighter is able to secure himself against defeat,
but cannot make certain of defeating the enemy.
Security against defeat implies defensive tactics; ability to
defeat the enemy means taking the offensive.
Therefore the clever combatant imposes his will on the enemy,
but does not allow the enemy's will to be imposed on him.
By holding out advantages to him, he can cause the enemy to
approach of his own accord; or, by inflicting damage, he can
make it impossible for the enemy to draw near.
Hold out baits to entice the enemy. Feign disorder, and crush
him.
Thus one who is skilful at keeping the enemy on the move
maintains deceitful appearances, according to which the enemy
will act. He sacrifices something, that the enemy may snatch at
it.
If he is secure at all points, be prepared for him. If he is in
superior strength, evade him.
If your opponent is of choleric temper, seek to irritate him.
Pretend to be weak, that he may grow arrogant.
If he is taking his ease, give him no rest. If his forces are united,
separate them.
Attack him where he is unprepared, appear where you are not
expected.
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According as circumstances are favourable, one should
modify one's plans.
Success in warfare is gained by carefully accommodating
ourselves to the enemy's purpose.
He who can modify his tactics in relation to his opponent and
thereby succeed in winning, may be called a heaven-born
captain.
He who knows these things, and in fighting puts his knowledge
into practice, will win his battles. He who knows them not, nor
practices them, will surely be defeated.
Keep in mind that Battletech is a fast-flowing game, where you constantly have to react to
new situations (e.g. due to the bloody dice/RNG) and adjust your strategy and tactics
accordingly. A plan that was perfectly good and clever two turns ago, might be stupid and
foolish under the current circumstances.
However, this does NOT mean that you should move like there was no tomorrow… always
ask yourself before you put the die at the Mech* (you hit ‘done’ in the movement phase):
where can I get from there in the next turn, and how can my opponents Mechs react to this
move in this and the next turn…
(* it is common practice in board-game to put a die next to a Mech, indicating its to-hitmodifier; very handy, especially in larger battles. In our group we also include any terrainmodifiers from woods, etc., as the terrain is covered by the Mechs base...)
But now, back to deployment:
Suppose you have done all this tough thinking business, and you have found some nice spots
for your heavy Mechs, where you want them to be in the near future. But do you deploy them
now? NO! Let me explain:
- Always deploy your light, fast Mechs first (I usually put them on one or both flanks,
depending on the situation). They are fast enough to get where you really want them to be
in no time. Keep your opponent guessing about your true intents.
- Your heavies/assaults carry most of the punch and armour of your forces. However, they
are slow. So if you deploy them wrong, they will take a long time to undo this mistake.
Dictate the flow of the game, don’t let your opponent do his. Let him expose his plans
first and react accordingly – in other words, seize the initiative.
As deployment progresses, it will become clearer and clearer where your opponent wants to
go, which allows you to choose the best spots under these circumstances.
Rouse him, and learn the principle of his activity or inactivity.
Force him to reveal himself, so as to find out his vulnerable
spots.
All warfare is based on deception. Hence, when able to attack,
we must seem unable; when using our forces, we must seem
inactive; when we are near, we must make the enemy believe we
are far away; when far away, we must make him believe we are
near.
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5. Formations
Amid the turmoil and tumult of battle, there may be seeming
disorder and yet no real disorder at all; amid confusion and
chaos, your array may be without head or tail, yet it will be
proof against defeat.
Simulated disorder postulates perfect discipline, simulated
fear postulates courage; simulated weakness postulates
strength.
Hiding order beneath the cloak of disorder is simply a question
of subdivision; concealing courage under a show of timidity
presupposes a fund of latent energy; masking strength with
weakness is to be effected by tactical dispositions.
There are a lot of ‘formations’, i.e. ways in which to ‘order’ or group your Mechs. Here are
some examples:
a) ‘No Plan’: the Mechs stumble over the battlefield to and fro, with no apparent purpose.
That’s what we do not want.
b) 'Phalanx’: The Mechs form a tight group.
Pros: a block of tough Mechs is a massive concentration of armour and fire-power, and hard
to attack head-on.
Cons: it is inflexible. After you have moved one Mech, the others either have to follow suit,
or your formation breaks apart.
c) 'Hammer and anvil’: part of the army forms a smallish phalanx (say 2 Mechs), the other
ones (the fast ones) circle around the opponents position, and together they try to smash him
in a deadly crossfire. Much more flexible than phalanx.
d) ‘Prongs’: like ‘hammer and anvil’, except you have an anchor of two Mechs, with one
Mech on each flank. Even more flexible than hammer and anvil, but now your flank ‘forces’,
consisting of only one Mech, are rather weak and unsupported.
e) ‘Anarchy’: each Mech moves separately from the others, picking targets of opportunity,
and spontaneously they all gang up on isolated Mechs. Only recommendable for guerrilla
forces with only fast Mechs (5/8/5 and faster).
Keep in mind that the choice of formation is not for eternity. As Clausewitz said:
‘March separately, strike in unison’.
For example, you can benefit from having a phalanx without its disadvantages, if you keep a
loose formation early on – for flexibility – and establish the tight formation when it becomes
advantageous...
Whether to concentrate or to divide your troops, must be
decided by circumstances.
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Let your rapidity be that of the wind, your compactness that of
the forest. In raiding and plundering be like fire, in immovability
like a mountain.

6. Initiative
Before movement, initiative is rolled. It determines who has to go first and who has the
opportunity to react to the opponents move. You all know that. So why do I bother you with
that?
Because often I see how people get the great advantage of having won initiative and throw it
away. With initiative, it is far easier to get offensive, while loosing initiative means you must
in general be more careful and defensive in your moves.
So, if you win initiative, try to get as much out of it as you can. If you loose it, try to move in
such a fashion that your opponents benefits from initiative are minimised. How this can be
achieved will get clearer when we come to the movement section.
However, I want to stress some points already here:
Initiative is vital, and having one unit (or even more) less than your opponent is a serious
disadvantage, as he then can (with his last move(s)) respond to one of your units with two of
his. We want to get in such an advantageous position ourselves!
So, if you have the opportunity to take out an opponents Mech (or other initiative unit, such as
tank) for good, by all means, do it! (Infantry is not an initiative unit in MM)
There is also something I like to think of as ‘global’ and ‘local’ initiative.
Global initiative means you have won the initiative roll, which means you move the last
unit(s) on the field.
Local initiative refers to a specific situation in a part of the battlefield, involving not all, but
only some Mechs; an example might be the best way to illustrate this:
Lets say we have a situation where two Mechs from each side are closely engaged in combat,
while the other Mechs are somewhere else (they do not interest us for the moment). Suppose
you have won initiative. You can use that to great benefit in this situation, by moving your
last Mech(s) here. However, if you move one (or yet worse: both) of your Mechs involved
there early on, while your opponents still can move both of his, you have made a huge
mistake.
Although you have won global initiative, you have granted your opponent local initiative (or
superiority).
So, when you win global initiative, always move your Mechs in an order that gives you also
most, preferably all, of the relevant local initiatives. If you loose global initiative, try to wrest
at least some local initiative from your opponent.
Let your plans be dark and impenetrable as night, and when you
move, fall like a thunderbolt.
If, on the other hand, in the midst of difficulties we are always
ready to seize an advantage, we may extricate ourselves from
misfortune.
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7. The movement phase – Or: Why, where, when and how to move
a Mech.
All these questions are not only somewhat entangled, but also situation-dependant to the
extreme. However, I will try to deal with them as separately, generally and clearly as possible.
To ensure that your whole host may withstand the brunt of the
enemy's attack and remain unshaken – this is effected by
manoeuvres direct and indirect.
In battle, there are not more than two methods of attack -- the
direct and the indirect; yet these two in combination give rise to
an endless series of manoeuvres.
In all fighting, the direct method may be used for joining battle,
but indirect methods will be needed in order to secure victory.
Manoeuvring with an army is advantageous;
undisciplined multitude, most dangerous.

with

an

Why should you move a Mech?
You may advance and be absolutely irresistible, if you make for
the enemy's weak points; you may retire and be safe from pursuit
if your movements are more rapid than those of the enemy.
There are two key factors that need to be considered here:
- If you leave the Mech where it is, can it contribute to the team-effort of the lance by
threatening (and hopefully damaging) opponents, does it have (or will it most likely get)
targets?
- If you leave the Mech where it is, will it not be severely endangered by one (or worse:
several) opposing Mechs that have already moved or are still able to move, and: does the
Mech have good cover (woods/PC, etc.) and/or better range than the opponent?
If not all answers to the questions above are ‘yes’, you should seriously consider to move the
Mech.
While it is not always possible to satisfy both conditions perfectly at the same time, an ideal
move should maximise the threat your Mech poses to opposing Mechs, while minimising the
threats to himself.
Which factor is more important depends on the Mech and situation at hand.
For example, it is more important that a brand new Awesome or Imp deals damage to the
enemy than avoiding all enemy fire on him. This does of course not mean, that you should not
worry at all about which Mechs will shoot him (which weapons, how many weapons, what
are the base-to-hit numbers (BTH)?).
For a generally fragile (e.g. our Spider) or badly damaged Mech, it is more important to keep
it alive and useful than dealing damage, and so on…
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Where should you move the Mech?
Appear at points which the enemy must hasten to defend; march
swiftly to places where you are not expected.
An army may march great distances without distress, if it
marches through country where the enemy is not.
Hence that general is skilful in attack whose opponent does
not know what to defend; and he is skilful in defence whose
opponent does not know what to attack.
If we wish to fight, the enemy can be forced to an engagement
even though he be sheltered behind a high rampart and a deep
ditch. All we need do is attack some other place that he will be
obliged to relieve.
If we do not wish to fight, we can prevent the enemy from
engaging us even though the lines of our encampment be merely
traced out on the ground. All we need do is to throw
something odd and unaccountable in his way.
The spot where we intend to fight must not be made known; for
then the enemy will have to prepare against a possible attack at
several different points; and his forces being thus distributed
in many directions, the numbers we shall have to face at any
given point will be proportionately few.
Well, basically I have already answered the question above: an ideal move should maximise
the threat your Mech poses to opposing Mechs, while minimising the threats to himself.
So, lets deal with this in more detail.
How can you maximise the threat your Mech poses to the enemy? Well, that’s the easy
part…
- Choose a target.
- Get (or stay) in ‘ideal’ (medium or even better: short) range for our primary weapon
systems to the designated target. For this to be effective, it is of course better, if the target
has already moved or if it cannot escape our ideal range due to its limited movement
capabilities or terrain.
- Hit him where it hurts most: backstabbers try to get into the back, other Mechs can also
try to hit him on a side that is already badly damaged.
- Move such that you can also harm the opponent with physical attacks (kicks, punches,
etc.)
But how can you minimise threats to your Mech in return? Now, that is more tricky, as
many more factors are involved.
- Use cover. I like to distinguish between dynamic and static cover. Dynamic cover is the
BTH-modifier your opponent gets depending on how many hexes you have moved (+1
more if you jumped). Static cover is provided by woods and/or smoke and partial cover
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your Mech ends up in. Of course, these two can be combined to give maximum
protection.
- A word on partial cover here: sure, you are +3 more difficult to hit, but there is a 1 in 6
chance that your head is hit, normally it is only 1 in 36. So I recommend that you never
stay (or move) in PC, if you then get hit on 9+ or better (or by many/’nasty’ weapons on
10+).
- Also a word on fire: you can boost the ‘static defence’-bonus from a wood by igniting
it. However, you generate 5 more heat (and can thus possibly fire less weapons) while in a
burning wood. A Catapult e.g. is at home in burning woods. It can just stay there, fire both
LRM launchers and never get hot. This is however not true e.g. for our Crusader…
- By the way: of course your opponent will also use woods for cover. Do not ignite them
(thereby improving his defence), clear them for lowering his defence!
- Minimise the threat posed by your designated target, by moving to a distance that is
better suited for your weapons than for his. Move out of his firing arc(s) to minimise the
number of weapons he can bring to bear on you; this is usually particularly the case if you
move into his rear (beware of twist able/flip able arm-mounted AC-20s and such,
however!). Of course, you only can do this if your target has already moved…
- Minimise the threat from other Mechs than your target by blocking or at least
hindering LOS by intervening terrain (woods, smoke, hills). Make sure you are at a
distance that is sub-optimal for the weapons of the Mechs in question. And – as above –
stay out of his firing arcs. Again, this can most easily be achieved, if the opposing Mechs
in question have already moved.
- Move such that you can kick the opponents Mech, but not vice versa.
-…
NOTE: how can I check LOS? Use eyesight; if it is too difficult to tell, use a length of string.
NOTE: how can I check LOS in MM? Easy: hold down CTRL, click on one hex. Hold down
CTRL again, and click on a second hex. A dialogue plops up, telling you the distance between
the two hexes involved as well as any intervening terrain. This not only works on the big map,
it also works on the Mini-Map.
When do you move which Mech, then?
Energy may be likened to the bending of a crossbow; decision,
to the releasing of a trigger. The quality of decision is like the
well-timed swoop of a falcon which enables it to strike and
destroy its victim.
If you carefully read the two paragraphs above, you will already have some ideas about that.
However, what I presented above is an ideal move, which first of all requires that you have (at
least local) initiative. Also, you will almost never be able to make an ideal move with every
single Mech you have. So, you will have to be content with trying to make the best move
under the current conditions, staying as close to the ideal case as possible.
All I want to give here therefore is a rough guideline (not a strict rule!) in which order you
should move your Mechs;
1.Immobile Mechs. They can do nothing else than stay where they are.
2.Slow, prone Mechs (possibly with missing leg); they won’t get far.
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3.Unimportant Mechs (initiative-sinks), that cannot pose serious threats to the opponent,
e.g. Mechs like WSP, or Mechs that will not contribute (or be threatened) at all, no matter
where they go, either because of their current position or their condition.
4.Mechs in a situation where they are the last according to local initiative, i.e. all other
relevant, nearby Mechs, possible targets/threats have already moved.
5.Mechs that are and will always only be threatened by Mechs that already moved.
6.Mechs that already have (or will almost certainly) get passable targets while not getting
seriously threatened.
7.If you lost initiative, you can move your backstabbers now (or even earlier), if it is clear
that there won’t be any backs to stab this turn.
8.Mechs that still have a solid chance to pose a serious threat.
9.Mechs that are severely threatened by yet unmoved, dangerous Mechs. Move them as
late as possible to reduce the number of Mechs ganging up on it.
How should you move a Mech?
There are basically three modes of movement: walking, running, jumping. This is not the
whole truth however, as there is a 4th mode of movement: stay where you are and don’t move
at all. Lets have a look at all of these:
Standing still:
- When you are in a good position, e.g. wood, and have targets, and only limited threats in
return, why not stay there? This way you possibly get cover from the terrain you are in,
without getting BTH-penalties due to movement.
Walking:
- You want to get somewhere, but still want to have reasonable BTH-modifiers? Try to
walk. Makes your weapon fire worse by adding only +1 to BTH.
- Recommended especially when running gives you no real advantages (i.e. worse BTHmodifiers for opponent, medium range instead of long range for you, better position, etc.)
- Walking speed is indicated by light-blue-bordered hexes in MM.
Running:
- Basically like walking, except you get farther, and shoot worse, adding +2 to BTH.
- Only do this when you get an advantage over walking (see above).
- Running speed is indicated by yellow-bordered hexes in MM.
Jumping:
- Lets you ignore most terrain features (hills, woods, etc.), so it is good for getting
somewhere fast. Besides generating lots of heat (1 per hex jumped, 3 minimum), it adds
+3 to BTH, not funny.
- However, jumping does give you an additional +1 ‘defence bonus’ to your moveddistance modifier and makes it harder to hit you.
- Only jump when it does not matter (because you won’t shoot much anyway), you cannot
get to that – preferably good - position (and facing) by walking or running, or you
desperately need that additional +1 defence bonus.
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Movement ‘tricks’
If you walk/run/jump, always try to get a movement BTH-modifier as high as possible, i.e.
move as many hexes as possible, making it harder for your opponent to hit you.
If you just go from hex A to hex B, by clicking on hex B, MM takes you there by the shortest
route. This is not always the best solution, as you can imagine.
An example: Suppose you have a Mech with 5/8/0 move and want to get to hex B. Using the
shortest route, you use up - say - 6 MP to get there, so you have to run, but you move only 4
hexes, giving you a +1 modifier. But we still have 2 MP left, right? So you could (and should)
try to find a path that is longer, which takes you to the same position. After having moved 5
hexes for example, you already get a +2 instead of the +1.
This can be done in MM using ‘way-points’. Instead of clicking on the target hex, we choose
a different route going via other hexes. You select a hex as way-point by holding down SHIFT
while clicking on the hex in question.
NOTE: If you are unsatisfied with your move in MM, but have not yet pressed 'done', you can
undo it by hitting ESC. This also works, if you messed up your fire-declaration. The only
exception to this is when you give an 'alpha-strike', i.e. fire all weapons. In this case the last
'fire' command also triggers 'done'.
Another example: say your Locust is in a hex where he would like to stay (i.e. in the rear of a
already moved Mech), but he needs some ‘dynamic cover’, making him a more difficult
target. Solution: run in any given direction, make a full turn and return to where you came
from. This should give you something like a +3 modifier…
The ‘moonwalker' or 'ballet' step:
Suppose you want your Mech to move exactly 2 hexes forward to get a target in optimum
range, while staying out of its optimum range. If you just walk there directly, you get a +0
modifier for having moved only 0-2 hexes. ‘Moonwalker’ helps you to get there also walking,
but with a +1 (you have to be faster than 3/5/0 to do this):
- Back up 1 hex, switch to walk (with the appropriate buttons), go forward three hexes; et
voila: +1 modifier for having moved 3 hexes!
- You can also do it in reverse: forward 1 hex, switch to ‘back up’, back up 3 hexes.
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8. The weapon attack phase/heat issues
First of all, have you picked the right targets?
- Always choose extremely fragile Mechs first, and especially Mechs that can deal out a
lot of damage, but can’t take it themselves, like our Warhammer. Take those down
quickly, so you get rid of threats and get an initiative advantage.
Military tactics are like unto water; for water in its natural
course runs away from high places and hastens downwards.
So in war, the way is to avoid what is strong and to strike at
what is weak.
If you can get something annoying like a Spider on – say – an 8+ or better, kill it!
(almost) No matter what else you can shoot at…
- Shoot at badly damaged Mechs! Stay on target, even if it is/becomes slightly more
difficult to hit.
- Keep Mechs like the Awesome that just won’t die till later, when you have finished with
his friends.
- When in doubt, pick the target which you can hit most easily (lowest BTH).
CONCENTRATE your fire! Shoot one opposing Mech with as many machines as you can
(provided they do not have far better targets). Remember your opponent has to make a +1
piloting skill roll (PSR) after getting 20+ damage.
If our troops are no more in number than the enemy, that is
amply sufficient; it only means that no direct attack can be
made. What we can do is simply to concentrate all our
available strength, keep a close watch on the enemy, and
obtain reinforcements.
Needless to say, you can only do this if you have done your homework during the
movement phase. If you did that right, you will also have lower – or at least not higher BTH than your opponent.
So, what else?
- Some Mechs are low on ammunition (e.g. Enforcer), so don’t waste those few precious
shots on BTH 11+ or so…
- If you have the choice of hitting a Mech in a wood on something like 11+, shoot at the
wood instead (clear). That is easier by far, as you get -4 modifier from the wood being an
immobile target. This weakens the opposing Mechs’ position, while your shot on 11+
would have missed – at least more likely than not…
- Be careful which weapons you shoot, and beware of overheat! This is very important!
Try to stay below 5 heat (5 means you get -1MP, making e.g. a 4/6/0 Mech 3/5/0),
whenever possible. At 8 you receive +1 BTH, and above that things only get worse.
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Try to avoid significant (5+) overheat, except under the following conditions:
a) your Mech is almost certainly going to die this turn.
b) your Mech is a fast (jumper?) Backstabber, and you want to inflict maximum
damage this turn, and you are already planning to retreat and cool off next turn.
c) your fire will most likely cripple or kill the other Mech.
And most important:
d) you also have a realistic BTH- number, so you don’t get heat for not causing any
damage because of shooting on 11+ or so…
- Always shoot big guns like PPCs or big ACs first, then the smaller ones (LL, ML, etc.),
and finally LRMs, then SRMs. The big guns take away huge chunks of armour, while the
small guns/missiles can give you more chances to do critical damage, destroying
components of the Mech. This always applies, no matter if the weapons are located on one
Mech or on different Mechs shooting the same target.
I think what I said above about 'heat' should suffice for now, so I'll skip the heat phase here.
Just a few more remarks:
- Be aware of the heat effects!
- Calculate your heat before fire declaration (MM does this for you, as soon as you
produce overheat it is indicated by a * behind the heat produced this turn).
- Always consider and keep in mind what you will probably want to do next turn
(movement and firing). Ask yourself how those plans can be affected by heat.
- Weigh your to-hit/kill chances against unwanted heat-consequences
- ...

9. Physical attacks
Physical attacks are an important part of Battletech. I’ll go through them one by one now.
Note that damaged (or missing) actuators usually affect BTH.
Charge: Can do a lot of damage, but has high BTH. Also, you cannot shoot and charge in the
same turn. For most Mechs and situations, I find it better to just shoot and do some other
physical attack. (exceptions to this are Mechs like a 4/1-pilot Ostscout). You can charge
opposing Mechs from the field, if they are directly adjacent to the map-edge, and you come
from the ‘right’ direction.
Death from Above (DFA): Almost the same as Charge, except only performable by jumpers,
less damage – but the damage goes on the punch table (Head!). I regard it usually as a
desperate last resort. (exceptions to this are again Mechs like a 4/1-pilot Ostscout).
Kick: Low BTH. If successful, forces a Piloting Skill Roll (PSR) from target (if unsuccessful,
forces a PSR from you, so don’t kick on – say – 11+). Damages ‘only’ the legs. However,
severely damaging (e.g. actuator hit(s)) or even destroying a Mechs legs is practically his
death sentence… So try to kick your opponent, and avoid getting kicked. Also, if you are 1
level higher than the opponent, you do not kick his legs, but hit him on the punch table instead
(again: Head!)…
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Punch: While having a slightly higher BTH than the kick, you hit him on the punch table
(guess where the name comes from...). No PSRs involved; this can be an advantage or
disadvantage, depending on situation (i.e. BTH, condition of Mechs involved). Especially
good if your opponent already suffered damage to his Head!!!
Some Mechs come equipped with hatchets. If your Mech has two hands, he can uproot a tree
while in a wood (instead of firing). Club/hatchet attacks do twice the damage of a punch, but
hit full-body locations.
Push: Forces the opposing Mech into the hex behind him, especially good for pushing him off
the map. Note that – different from punches – missing hand and arm actuators do not modify
the push!! You only need functioning shoulders. This makes e.g. the Catapult a horrible
puncher, but an excellent pusher. Often enough, opponents are not aware of this.
Just pick the type of physical attack that can harm your opponent most, i.e. usually try to kick
him, but also consider punching him, especially if he has low armour on his Head. Think
carefully before you charge/DFA .

10. How to make it all work
The art of war, then, is governed by five constant factors, to
be taken into account in one's deliberations, when seeking to
determine the conditions obtaining in the field. These are: (1)
The Moral Law; (2) Heaven; (3) Earth; (4) The Commander; (5)
Method and discipline.
The Moral Law causes the people to be in complete accord with
their ruler, so that they will follow him regardless of their
lives, undismayed by any danger.
Heaven signifies night and day, cold and heat, times and
seasons.
Earth comprises distances, great and small; danger and
security; open ground and narrow passes; the chances of life
and death.
The Commander stands for the virtues of wisdom, sincerely,
benevolence, courage and strictness.
By method and discipline are to be understood the marshalling
of the army in its proper subdivisions, the graduations of rank
among the officers, the maintenance of roads by which supplies
may reach the army, and the control of military expenditure.
These five heads should be familiar to every general: he who
knows them will be victorious; he who knows them not will fail.
So, the student of war who is unversed in the art of war of
varying his plans, even though he be acquainted with the Five
Advantages, will fail to make the best use of his men.
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In respect of military method, we have, firstly, Measurement;
secondly, Estimation of quantity; thirdly, Calculation;
fourthly, Balancing of chances; fifthly, Victory.
Measurement owes its existence to Earth; Estimation of
quantity to Measurement; Calculation to Estimation of
quantity; Balancing of chances to Calculation; and Victory to
Balancing of chances.
Now the general who wins a battle makes many calculations in
his temple ere the battle is fought. The general who loses a
battle makes but few calculations beforehand. Thus do many
calculations lead to victory, and few calculations to defeat:
how much more no calculation at all! It is by attention to this
point that I can foresee who is likely to win or lose.
Read this article before a fight. During the fight, try to stick to the following list (it is actually
more or less a summary of the above said):
In general:
1.Be patient (but don't bore your opponent to death!).
2.Wait for the opportunity and seize it when it arises. Be decisive then.
3.Be flexible. Adjust your strategy and tactics according to the flow of the game.
4.Be calm. DON'T PANIC, even if things go amiss (e.g. due to bloody dice/RNG rolls).
5.Don't forget to seriously kick ass:).
Start of Battle
1.Patience.
2.Compare the forces: who is better at long-range? Who is better at short-range? Who is
more manoeuvrable? Etc. Consider possible general strategies (for both sides).
3.Patience.
4.Take an overview of the terrain: which regions and positions benefit you or your
opponent (also pay attention to partial cover positions and LOS).
Think. Narrow down the number of strategies.
5.Patience.
6.Decide for a preliminary strategy, choose sides and deploy accordingly, lightest and
fastest Mechs first, slowest and most powerful last.
During movement phase
An ideal move should maximise the threat your Mech poses to opposing Mechs, while
minimising the threats to himself.
Patience. Think, then move.
Ponder and deliberate before you make a move.
1.Check ranges/LOS to all possible targets and/or threats, both from your current position
and the desired (new, but can also well be the current) position(s).
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2.Check your own BTH-numbers, and the BTH of enemy Mechs targeting you both from
your current position and the desired (new, can also well be the current) position(s).
3.Check where all relevant opposing Mechs can move in order to pose a threat to you, and
check their BTH numbers as well.
4.It is not a disaster, if a Mech can only shoot bad (or not at all). It is a disaster, if it makes
itself a prime target just because it wants to get a few shots off. It is also a disaster, if it
moves such that other Mechs of you unnecessarily become prime targets.
5.Patience.
6.Timing is of utmost importance! Is it wise to move 'this' Mech 'there' now? Or should
you move another Mech first, in order to maximise benefits from your own initiative or
minimise the opponents benefits from his initiative?
7.Patience.
Weapons fire
1.Check LOS.
2.Calculate BTH
3.Check current heat of Mech, be careful if you consider to pick up any overheat.
Preferably stay below 5 heat, except under extraordinary circumstances.
4.CONCENTRATE fire, preferably on the weakest/most badly damaged Mech(s) of the
opponent. Shoot big guns first, then smaller guns, then missiles.
5.Record new Heat status and ammunition consumption.
He who knows these things, and in fighting puts his knowledge
into practice, will win his battles. He who knows them not, nor
practices them, will surely be defeated.
After the game
... is before the next game, right?
So, if you have lost, it is time now to ask yourself, and answer honestly:
- Did I loose because my opponent 'lucked me away'? If so, that's life. A tip: buying new dice
usually does NOT work. Believe me, I tried it...
- Did I loose because my forces were inferior to his (in general or due to terrain?)? If so,
check the section on lance/army composition again...
- Did I loose because my opponent was plainly better than me? In that case: improve your
skills. Figure out which moves of you were really bad and which moves of your opponent
were really good. Read especially the initiative/movement/weapons attack sections again and
try to do better next time. Like with so many other things in life, nothing can substitute for
experience and practice in playing Battletech.
But – and this is often forgotten – if you did win, also ask yourself basically the same
questions, only exchanging the roles of 'I' and 'my opponent'.
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These questions above are the most important ones in this article. Lie to others, if you
really have to. But if you lie to yourself here, I and my scribbling here will be of no use for
you at all. You might as well stop reading now, erase the file and/or burn the printout...
Be honest to yourself and do a thorough self-evaluation of your Battletech skills. If you are
not satisfied with what you find, improve it. But for Christ's sake, don't take the easy way out
and blame it all on the dice! Everybody complains about bad dice rolls. Take me, for
example: it is a rare day when I hit with a complete alpha-strike on a BTH of '6' or even '5' or
'4' – just ask the fellas I usually play with. So do I complain about my dice? You bet! But I am
also well aware of any strategic and tactical mistakes I made...
For some reason (Murphy's Law?) new players often have incredible luck with the dice in
Battletech. But sooner or later, statistics creeps in and rears its ugly head, giving you average
or even below-average dice rolls. This is when it is time for you to decide and to show your
true quality:
- Either: You become a self-obsessed moron, absolutely convinced of your 'abilities' and
blaming each and every failure on your opponent's 'luck'. Incompetence meets ignorance and
arrogance. What a nice combo...
- Or: Sit down and learn how to swing the probabilities of this game in your favour, and earn
the respect of good players – and in due time become one yourself.
Your choice.
But, as always, there is yet a third path: you may be aware of – and accept – the fact that you
are a mediocre – or even bad – player, but you are happy with that, and enjoy playing
Battletech nonetheless. That's perfectly fine with my; in fact, I do appreciate your stoic
attitude, then .
However, should you take (or stick to) the first path, please keep your delusions of grandeur
to yourself... Don't tell everybody your 'great feats' 20 times over. Once is funny, twice is
okay, but after that it just gets first boring and then quickly annoying.
But talking of respect, here is another message that I almost forgot:
Never underestimate an opponent.
This applies especially to opponents you have not played against before.
In MegaMek, when I was a small Solie without XP, people kept attacking me, taking me for
easy prey. Much to their dismay, I had to disappoint them...
So, what I do think of myself as a Battletech player?
- Do I think I am any good? You can count on that! Feel free to challenge me at the table or
on MegaMek and find out for yourself. However, different to my trusted 'Krusty Burger', I am
only just 'good', not 'good enough'. You never stop to learn.
Talking of learning, you can learn something from every human being. In the worst case you
learn how something should not be done. Again, this also applies in general, also for your life
outside of Battletech (if you don't have any, seriously consider getting one )
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- So, do I think I am the 'best Battletech player', then? Well, first of all, I do not know if there
is such an individual, and if so, it is quite probable that this is somebody else than me. But
apart from that: there are quite a few opponents who are in no way easy prey for me and who
give me a hard run for my money – and vice versa...
Actually, we come here – by accident as it is – to my real reasons for writing this stuff up:
In the beginning, it was only intended as an internal guide for new players of our Battletech
Chapter 'The Griffins'. But what would have been the benefits? We would trash our opponents
more badly than we did before; where is the fun in that? So I decided to make it publicly
available, so that all Battletech players might benefit from it and possibly become better
players (and more challenging opponents). Besides, I like writing stuff up and explaining all
sorts of crap to others .

11. Vehicles and infantry
I am not much of a tank/infantry player myself and prefer to stumble around in Mechs.
However, I might as well give some comments on those here, for the sake of completeness.
First, lets have a look at those tanks:
Tanks in general are usually heavily armoured and have lots of fire-power, especially if you
look at their ridiculously low BV. Tanks can roughly carry twice the armour and fire-power of
a Mech of the same BV. Tanks never produce overheat. So you think: GREAT!
What's the disadvantage then? Well, actually, there are several:
- Tanks can easily be slowed down/immobilized/otherwise impaired. A single hit to the right
location can already immobilize it.
- Tanks can 'easily' be destroyed by TACs (through-armour-criticals, rolls of '2' and '12' on
the hit location table). A TAC on a tank has a 50% chance to destroy him, no matter how
many hundred armour plates he has left.
- Tanks suffer severe movement limitations (e.g. for changing elevation levels) or even
restrictions (see below). Tanks can't jump (yeah, I know, please don't bother to mention the
'Kanga'...).
This all makes tanks too inflexible and unreliable for my taste...
Having said all this, do NOT underestimate tanks. Deal with them, or they deal with you.
An example? Two LRM-carriers have as many LRM 20s as three Archers, and they can fire
them all without overheating. However, they are tanks, and unusually badly armoured ones at
that. So either send something to take them out fast or let yourself be shot to pieces by them.
Your choice.
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Tank-types:
There are three general types of Tanks (I wont go as far as covering other, more exotic,
vehicles like VTOL and stuff like that here):
- Tracked: the 'conventional' Tank, as we know him. Most tanks fall under this category.
Usually quite slow. Can not enter water or Heavy Woods.
- Wheeled. Usually a bit faster than tracked. Can not enter water, Rough, Rubble, Light
Woods or Heavy Woods.
- Hovercraft: light (max. 50 tons), usually exceptionally fast, actually the fastest ground-units
in the game. This makes them difficult to hit and therefore very annoying, as they can often
get behind anybody's back. Can not enter Light Woods or Heavy Woods.
Enough said. Maybe I can get our Chapter's 'tank-driver' to write something up on how to use
them; I am mainly concerned – as you might have noticed – with putting them to an early
demise.
NOTE: SRM-Mechs such as the Javelin are particularly good at taking out Tanks.
On the other hand, if you want to use tanks, just prevent the opponent from doing this by
clever movement and good support for your tanks.
So what about Infantry then?
I'll just list some of their attributes/abilities:
- Infantry is dirt cheap. For the BV of one solid Mech, you can field enough Infantry to fill
half a Map, if you place one in each hex.
- Infantry is usually very slow (exception: jump infantry can jump 2-3 hexes, depending on
armament).
- Infantry do not get a BTH-penalty for moving. Very annoying in conjunction with jump
infantry. They jump, and hit your standing Mech on a 4 or so, and still get a good 'dynamic
cover' BTH-modifier for shots directed against them...
- Infantry has very limited range for their weapons, the maximum being something like 6 (?)
for SRM infantry. However, they can shoot at you while they are in the same hex like your
Mech, while you cannot return fire; all you can do is kick, or 'stomp', them...
- Note: infantry can do seriously annoying damage at short ranges
- Deal with infantry separately and early on. When they are in the midst of a tough in-fight,
you will often find that you can not 'waste' or spare shots on them, because you have to take
care of more pressing threats.
- Infantry takes double damage in open terrain, so try to catch them there.
- ...
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Blockade tactics
Tanks and infantry can act as roadblocks: You can move into a hex containing them, but not
through it. Be careful that non-jumping Mechs of you are not trapped by such tactics!
On the other hand, you can efficiently throw that ball back at them: with their movement
limitations/restrictions tanks are more easily trapped as Mechs (and they're often dead meat
then).

12. Bigger games
I have concentrated here on lance composition and lance strategies/tactics, for several reasons:
- 'Team' tactics really become important at the lance level
- The lance is, at least for me, where you can really learn – and later show – tactical brilliance.
In bigger games, lousy tactics can more easily be compensated for by sheer fire-power and
superior forces (e.g. using only Imp, Warhammer-D (we christened it 'The Pussy Waggon' in
our Chapter) and crap like that). On the other hand, other factors become more important in
games at a bigger scale (this is why I included this chapter here, after all ).
- If you know how to build, and more importantly play, a lance well, you will have only
minor difficulties in switching to smaller or bigger forces.
- In MegaMek, fights are usually carried out on the lance level in 98% of the games.
Before I now turn to 'bigger games', I should clarify what I mean by that. Here I will not only
be talking about games with a greater number of units/Mechs, but still with only one player on
each side, but I will focus on multi player games at company level and above.
Like I said above, it should be rather straightforward for the first to extend what I said here to
this kind of games, with some additions.
The bigger the game gets, some things do change – subtly at first, then drastically:
- The Mech designs have to be re-evaluated. Some Mechs are horrible in one-on-one, but
come more and more into their element the bigger the battle gets. Good examples are
Rifleman and Jägermech.
On the other hand, other Mechs become less dominant in bigger battles. A lone Grasshopper
for example is tremendously powerful up to lance level, but he won't be able to take on a
whole 'phalanx' of 6+ Heavy Mechs on his own. He is then just one of the many attackers
required to get the job done.
- The bigger a game gets, strategy becomes more and more important than tactics. It will
matter more in which region of the battlefield Mechs (or even lances) are located, not so much
which specific hexes they occupy. Having said this, good tactics will of course maximise the
success of your strategy, so do not throw over board what you know about them...
- Most importantly, the effects of massive fire-concentration get more and more devastating
the bigger the game gets. Basically the two points above are just some of the consequences of
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this fact. Other consequences are more subtle, as they involve the psychology of the
participating players, and I will deal with those below.
From now on, I will assume that we are talking about multi player games (especially
Chapterfights), and I will address the player groups involved separately, namely 'command'
and 'crew' (in really excellent gaming groups where all players know what they are doing, this
distinction becomes superfluous, as these 'groups' merge together):
The whole bunch:
As soon as there is more than one Mech per side, Battletech is a team game. If you play alone,
this team will only consist of 'machines'. If there are more players involved, all sorts of human
factors come into play.
However, always keep in mind that you play for the team, not for yourself in the first place...
Command:
The principle on which to manage an army is to set up one
standard of courage which all must reach.
How to make the best of both strong and weak -- that is a
question involving the proper use of ground.
Thus the skilful general conducts his army just as though he
were leading a single man, willy-nilly, by the hand. The host
thus forming a single united body, it is impossible either for the
brave to advance alone, or for the cowardly to retreat alone.
This is the art of handling large masses of men.
- Army composition: You are no longer playing alone. So now your Mechs not only have to
make up a good team, they must also be suited for the players who use them. Do you know
your team-mates? If not, find out their strengths, weaknesses, play-style and favourite Mechs.
Give them machines that suit them and that they are familiar with.
-Mech assignments: Every player should have at least two Mechs. This way, he won't make
stupid (for the team as a whole) moves, just to keep his single Mech alive and stay in the
game.
It is a good idea if at least one of those Mechs has some sort of long-range potential, so that
the player is kept busy – and happy – rolling dice, and possibly dealing damage, now and
again, and does not loose patience, biding his time...
- Strategy: You as command are responsible for developing the general strategy and adjusting
it to the changing situations. This includes the selection of target Mechs.
Be aware of the effects of fire-concentration on your plans. If you are going to rush a phalanx
of 8 long-range-platforms, you will loose a few Mechs. What did you expect? A welcome
committee? So either do it, or don't do it. If you turn tail after the first hundreds of missiles hit
your Mechs and the ground around them, you should not have bothered to rush at all. So, turn
tail and you're boned. Pull through the attack and you might yet prevail.
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- Communication:
Sun Tzu said: The control of a large force is the same principle
as the control of a few men: it is merely a question of dividing
up their numbers. Fighting with a large army under your
command is nowise different from fighting with a small one: it
is merely a question of instituting signs and signals.
- If you know the strategy – good! But do your team-mates know it as well? Communication
is necessary for good team-play. Just give your 'crew' general directions now and then – as
dictated by the necessities of the situation – like 'Secure the right flank with your Catapult
and Vindicator' or: 'Try to get that Phoenix Hawk of yours in a position from where it can get
into the rear of that Hunchback in the next couple of turns', etc.
A tip: do not tell a semi-experienced player e.g. to jump his Mech in hex A, facing hex B. It
tends to piss him off, as he feels insulted in his quality as a player (Believe me, I found out the
hard way...). However, if you have a new player in the team, by all means do that from time to
time, but not without explaining why this is a good move right now; otherwise he won't learn
anything, and will become and remain dependant on your advice...
In Megamek, use the private channel to coordinate your moves.
- Movement order: If no one volunteers, you as command have to decide whose turn to move
it is, according to your tactical expertise.
- Rules questions: Often enough, situations arise which call for a correct interpretation of the
rules. Keep your crew out of the debate and settle it with the opposing command. This
minimizes the resulting unrest. In this context, it also is a good idea to agree on certain
questions/interpretations that usually come up before the game begins.
- Dangers and how to avoid them:
There are five dangerous faults which may affect a general: (1)
Recklessness, which leads to destruction; (2) cowardice,
which leads to capture; (3) a hasty temper, which can be
provoked by insults; (4) a delicacy of honour which is sensitive
to shame; (5) over-solicitude for his men, which exposes him to
worry and trouble.
These are the five besetting sins of a general, ruinous to the
conduct of war. When an army is overthrown and its leader
slain, the cause will surely be found among these five
dangerous faults. Let them be a subject of meditation.
Now an army is exposed to six several calamities, not arising
from natural causes, but from faults for which the general is
responsible. These are: (1) Flight; (2) insubordination; (3)
collapse; (4) ruin; (5) disorganization; (6) rout.
Other conditions being equal, if one force is hurled against
another ten times its size, the result will be the flight of the
former.
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When the common soldiers are too strong and their officers
too weak, the result is insubordination.
When the officers are too strong and the common soldiers
too weak, the result is collapse.
When the higher officers are angry and insubordinate, and on
meeting the enemy give battle on their own account from a
feeling of resentment, before the commander-in-chief can tell
whether or no he is in a position to fight, the result is ruin.
When the general is weak and without authority; when his
orders are not clear and distinct; when there are no fixed
duties assigned to officers and men, and the ranks are formed
in a slovenly haphazard manner, the result is utter
disorganization.
When a general, unable to estimate the enemy's strength,
allows an inferior force to engage a larger one, or hurls a
weak detachment against a powerful one, and neglects to
place picked soldiers in the front rank, the result must be
rout.
These are six ways of courting defeat, which must be carefully
noted by the general who has attained a responsible post.
If there is disturbance in the camp, the general's authority is
weak. If the banners and flags are shifted about, sedition is
afoot. If the officers are angry, it means that the men are
weary.
The sight of men whispering together in small knots or
speaking in subdued tones points to disaffection amongst the
rank and file.
If soldiers are punished before they have grown attached to
you, they will not prove submissive; and, unless submissive, then
will be practically useless. If, when the soldiers have become
attached to you, punishments are not enforced, they will still
be unless.
Therefore soldiers must be treated in the first instance with
humanity, but kept under control by means of iron discipline.
This is a certain road to victory.
If in training soldiers commands are habitually enforced, the
army will be well-disciplined; if not, its discipline will be bad.
If a general shows confidence in his men but always insists on
his orders being obeyed, the gain will be mutual.
Crew:
- Your Mechs: You did not get the Mechs you like to play? Talk to your commanding officer
(CO). Often there are some reasons for this, mostly the limited BV available. If it can't be
changed, that's it. You have two choices then: either be pissed off and have a miserable time
playing the game or make the best out of the 'cards' you have been dealt. In any case, do not
just throw your Mech(s) away just because you don't like it/them! Familiarize yourself with
your Mechs.
On the other hand, you might be lucky or you might have a nice CO and get your favourite
Mechs. Do not cherish them too much.
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If your Mechs 'die', but your team wins, all is fine.
If your Mechs 'live', but your team is defeated, all is lost.
That's it. Period.
- Your Orders: (Hopefully) you did get some information about the current strategy from
your command. If not, ask him. If in doubt whether the strategy is still valid or not, or you do
not know how to move to put it into practise, ask.
- Communication: If you are in a difficult situation or do not quite know what to do, DON'T
PANIC. First think carefully, then ask for advice, if still in doubt.
- Your time: Always pay attention to the game, and how the opponents’ moves will affect
your opportunities for moving. Learn to recognise when it is your time to move your Mech.
When in doubt, consult your team-mates. Learn not only when it is your time to move, but
also when it is time for your Mech to 'die'. Not by throwing him away needlessly, but by
making a sacrifice that makes its 'death' count for your team, by providing it with precious
time and/or distraction, etc.
Unfortunately, there are some players who consider it boring to observe the flow of the game,
to become part of this flow, and to wait for the opportune moment. They prefer to chat around
and enjoy other such entertainments, while they wait to get told that it is their turn to move.
Only then do they come to the ‘table’ and examine the situation, taking lots of time to think
up a move which in the end is – more often than not – bad. Why? Because they only see the
situation as it is, not how and why it developed. During observing this development, one
should always keep in mind several possible moves, and as the turn progresses, eliminate the
ones that became unfavourable. Thus it will not only become clear when, but also where to
move, minimizing the time required to do the actual move.
Such players should seriously ask themselves whether a Chapterfight is really a good
occupation for them and whether they – and their team – would not benefit more if they did
something else with their time. Or become better players and reliable team-mates, of course…
- Your move: Learn how to make good moves; I hope this article may be of some help for
this. However, nothing can substitute experience and practice here. When in doubt, ask teammates.
- Courage under fire: Possibly the most important point here. Not only the 'command' must
be aware of the consequences of fire-concentration in bigger games, you as 'crew' must be
aware of that as well. Fire-concentration can deal a staggering amount of damage to one Mech
in a single turn. SURPRISE! This might be your Mech. How do you react then?
Will you act like a panicked chicken, running away screaming 'don't shoot me, don't shoot
me!'?
Or will you act like a Mechwarrior, either performing a well-timed ordered retreat or standing
your ground at whatever cost, depending on what the situation calls for?

Umm, I guess, that pretty much sums it up. It is time for some...
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13. Final words
... but not final version. This is a beta-version. If you have any constructive criticism, please
tell me, and I’ll try to make things clearer.
However, I do hope that these mumblings are useful – at least for some of you.
Try to implement the concepts presented here in your future fights. Do not expect to make
everything ‘right’ on the first try. It took me years to figure this stuff out (I could have saved
a lot of this time by paying more attention to Sun Tzu) – for all that it is worth… But I am
pretty sure you'll get the hang of it, if you just want to.
Oh, and by the way, do not think I never make any mistakes myself. Nobody's perfect. I only
happen to make fewer mistakes than many others .
Always keep in mind that it is likely that your opponent will try the same with you. And actu
ally, this exactly is where the fun comes in, right? It if far better to beat an ‘opponent’ than to
mop up a ‘victim’. So if you feel like a victim lately, learn how to become an opponent!
Talking of fun: go and get some, and do not forget to bring honour, Mechs and planets to
House Liao on your way back home!
But before I ‘release’ you, I will leave the honour of the last counsels in this article to Sun
Tzu:
The general that hearkens to my counsel and acts upon it, will
conquer: let such a one be retained in command! The general
that hearkens not to my counsel nor acts upon it, will suffer
defeat:--let such a one be dismissed!
While heading the profit of my counsel, avail yourself also of
any helpful circumstances over and beyond the ordinary rules.
So, did I tell you all my ‘secrets’ ?
All men can see the tactics whereby I conquer, but what none
can see is the strategy out of which victory is evolved.
Do not repeat the tactics which have gained you one victory,
but let your methods be regulated by the infinite variety of
circumstances.
According as circumstances are favourable, one should
modify one's plans.
Success in warfare is gained by carefully accommodating
ourselves to the enemy's purpose.

… and, as a last piece of advice:
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If you know neither the enemy nor yourself, you will succumb in
every battle.
If you know yourself but not the enemy, for every victory
gained you will also suffer a defeat.
If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the
result of a hundred battles.
If you know the enemy and know yourself, your victory will not
stand in doubt; if you know Heaven and know Earth, you may
make your victory complete.
Incidentally, this last (rearranged) citation of Sun Tzu was once the first, and so the circle
closes…
Greetings,
Iain MacAllan, aka Ikarus.
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